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Last year, while the Adytum (which the Denison-
ian calls "a sister publication") was taking pictures of
anybody who happened to walk in front of a camera,
they failed to include a group of ten earnest young
men who enjoy keeping John Fox in business every
Thursday night. They are known as Theta Eta Chi,
and, although they have proved themselves no great
shakes in their athletic pursuits, still they have man-
aged to keep their heads above the table.
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SKIDDING DOWN THE DRAG
It's pretty hard to explain to any-
one who has not been in publica-
tions work just how it feels to be
an editor. It's really not an ac-
tivity; it's a disease. I think that
editors, Phi Betes, night watchmen,
and owls are usually up later than
anybody else on campus. It brings
you in contact with all types of
people that you might never have
dealt with otherwise. When its all
over, you feel tired, but you feel
good also because you realize how
much you've learned and you're
grateful to the people you worked
with.
There are many members of the
staff who deserve recognition here,
but we'll just mention the seniors
who pass on into the cold world
because the others will be back
next year. Pete Hawk, grand old
father of Campus; Cy Weagle and
Bob Hilberts, of business staff
fame. They served well, let them
pass on to happier lands.
Another group that deserves our
thanks are the men at the Newark
Advocate. People who aren't in
publications work seldom realize
how much Denison owes to these
men. All we can say here is that
they do much more than just print.
It was a pleasure to work with
them.
It was enjoyable to work on
Campus because its a magazine
Magazines have fewer limits on con-
tent than any other publication.
With these parting thoughts, we
will follow the advice of the editor
of the southern college magazine
who pointed out that the only ex-
cuse for a long editorial was an
apology for a nude printed on the
cover of the last issue Don Shackel-
ford.
And now we see a tiny figure,
tattered and torn, proud but slight-
ly bent, smeared with printers' ink,
wending its weary way back to
normality, back to resume an aver-
age college student's life.
This past year has been a hectic
one for Editor Duck Shackelford.
During the course of editing four
issues, he successfully fought off
sible to print a magazine which will
five significant movements to throt-
tle Campus Magazine. Superlatives
LONGFELLOW
on Life Savers:
"Feel the fresh breathing ..."
from "Tomorrow" line 8
Still only 5?
are definately in order for the tre-
mendous job that Duck has per-
formed. Equally remarkable is the
fact that he managed to stay in
school, get to sleep occasionally,
managed Dick Lugar's campaign,
met with his fourteen honoraries,
and still spoke to his "mouse" on
the quad. His job and past per-
formance has been outstanding and
will be very difficult to duplicate.
With a little coercion, however, it
might be possible that one of the
Gummeys will send in another
story to CAMPUS.
Beginning with this, my first is-
sue, I would like to briefly outline
my policy toward Campus maga-
zine for the coming year. Then I
would like to give the readers some
of the red-hot articles we have in
this issue.
Basically, it will be the policy of
this magazine to print the best
literary, feature, and humorous
stories which are obtainable from
the Denison students. The fact
that Campus magazine is one of the
most criticized campus organs lies
in the amount of support we get
from you, the readers. As Pete
Hawk recently said, if we get more
work and less guff, it will be pos-
reflect more of a cross-section of
Denison student's writing ability.
With the advent of this issue, it is
my sincere hope that we have a
magazine which is slightly differ-
ent. We are trying to find that
happy medium between humor
and literary effort.
In this issue we have the long-
awaited Senior Will; a fiction
story worthy of your criticism
Tom Dailey's Touch Not Mine
Annotated. For those of you
who are interested in Tom Skid-
more's scurrilous side, we offer the
inside story on Skids' Washington
Semester. Also we want to intro-
duce a new style in humor—that of
Clyde Lado. Cylde is an exchange
student from Yogert U. and brings
us some of his personal letters to
chuckle on. Last, but not least, we
have Miss Campus of 1953. We
have not one, but two (count 'em)
queens. The Neuman twins, Carole
and Lyda, who have acquiesced to
having their cute countenances
photographed, are the unanimous
choice of the Campus staff.
The biggest surprise for the stu-
dent body will undoubtedly be the
appearance of a picture of the Edi-
tor Emeritus—The Duck. For all of
you who know his name and have
never seen him—this it IT. So until
our next issue, I remain at your
service.





City of sin, corruption, and communism—it was
all this and more. We had heard the usual "con-
fidential-type" stories about the nation's capital.
But it took a semester in Washington, D. C., itself
to satisfy the curiosity of four wandering sons of
Denison about actual conditions. Although Gran-
ville and the District of Columbia have certain sim-
ilarities, we concluded that the differences were far
more significant. In fact, the attractions of the big
city were enough to keep one of our number, Jim
Dodson, for an extra semester. While Jim is en-
joying the patronage fruits of his Republican loyalty
by running an elevator in the Capitol Building, Jack
Easterday, Avery Haak, and myself have returned
to Denison to convince our friends that the capital
city isn't quite as bad as some claim.
Early September found twenty-five curious but
unsure college students intrepidly disembarking
from train, plane, and car in Washington. We rep-
resented such distant states as Wisconsin, Oklahoma,
Mississippi, and Minnesota, but we shared a com-
mon ignorance as to what the coming semester
would mean. We knew generally that we would
live together at the uptown campus of American
University and would undertake an intensive study
of US, government under the supervision of a. full-
time director from the university. Our experiences
soon proved what a remarkable semester those
months would be. . ,. •
The fellowship of our group was remarkably
close from the very beginning of the semester. Stu-
dents majoring in English and art, philosophy and
history, economics and mathematics still found
much in common. Southern rebels refought every
battle of the "War Between the States" with their
Yankee neighbors. Westerners argued the evils of
big city with their metropolitan friends from the
east. The experience of fellowship within such a
diversified student group was well worth the
semester alone!
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Washington had much more to
offer, however. The formal Wash-
ington Semester was built around a
three-part schedule composed of
academic classes, a government
seminar, and an individual research
project. Much to the delight of the
Denisonians, there were no eight
o'clock classes. In fact, we were
enrolled in the night school of Amer-
ican University and classes were
held from the unusual hours of 6:00
-8:20 PM and 8:30-10:45 PM, each
class meeting once a week for two
hours and twenty minutes. Our
classmates were primarily older per-
sons who worked in government
during the day and added a serious
tone to class sessions. It was not
uncommon in the classroom to be
flanked on either side by students
who spent their working hours at
the FBI. Almost every major gov-
ernment bureau was represented
by employees in one of our classes.
The government seminar brought
our small group of twenty-five into
close contact with prominent lead-
ers in the three principal branches
of federal service, as well as im-
portant journalistic and lobbying
figures. Our three-time-a-week sem-
inars included such notables as the
Korean Ambassador, Supreme Court
Justice Harold Burton, radio com-
mentator Baukage, and former Brit-
ish Cabinet member Lord Listowel.
Government processes gained a
very different perspective when out-
lined by men who must actually
make important decisions under
pressure every day. This was not
text-book advice. Our seminar ses-
sions were truly an experience in
practical, first-hand education.
The individual research project
was the third and sometimes dis-
concerting portion of the program.
After choosing a topic related to
government, each student was
fully responsible for pursuing re-
search necessary to produce a paper
which would meet higher than nor-
mal undergraduate academic stand-
ards. Students chose a variety of
interesting topics. A Wisconsin boy
from Beloit College studied Sena-
tor McCarthy's record and signifi-
cance. Naturally, his conclusions
were debated long and furiously.
A girl from Transylvania College in
Kentucky chose former US ambas-
sadors to Russia as a subejct. She
interviewed well-known ex-ambas-
sadors Joseph P. Davies, William C.
Bullitt, and Admiral Standley. Other
students studied everything from
speech ghost writers to the Dis-
placed Persons Commission.
These formal parts of the semes-
ter were only half the story, how-
ever. The so-called "extracurricu-
lar activities" claimed the remain-
der of our time. Most of us were
gleeful at the thought that we would
no longer have the pressure of com-
mittee meetings or collegiate activi-
ties while in Washington. We were
left free to enjoy a very different
type of "extra-class activities."
Since our group was so closely
knit, we took in many a free con-
cert, museum, and lecture together.
Washington is a magnificent city for
culture, highbrow and otherwise.
For the more erudite there were
string quartet concerts played on
Stradivarius instruments in the Li-
brary of Congress auditorium. Those
with less refined musical interests
made "Jazzland" a favorite retreat.
Foreign films and broadway plays
were accessible and tempting. The
well-known National Symphony Or-
chestra gave regular concerts and
more than once we were blessed
with free tickets for the box of the
president of American University.
Professional football and many oth-
er sporting attractions afforded cul-
ture to meet every taste.
Of course the million and one
facets of our gigantic federal gov-
ernment were the subject of our
unending curiosity. We witnessed
relentless Congressmen probing
communism in private foundations
and corruption in the Justice De-
partment. We heard Averill Harri-
man, Paul Hoffman, and Sumner
Welles testify as to why they or
their organizations were not com-
munist, subversive, un-American, or
unorthodox.
Election night in Washington was
an unforgetable treat. We breath-
lessly shuttled back and forth be-
tween national Democratic and Re-
publican headquarters. The gloom
surrounding the Stevenson follow-
ers could have been shoveled with
a scoop. When an innocent by-
stander characterized the free Dem-
ocratic liquor as "cheap whiskey,"
he was promptly shouted down as a
"new Republican." Estes Kefauver
and Steven Mitchell made several
appearances a t t h e Stevenson
stronghold in attempts to bolster
sagging Democratic morale.
The Republican headquarters in
the Statler Hotel had a very differ-
ent atmosphere. The scene was al-
ready a madhouse of singing and
marching when we arrived about
11:15 PM on Tuesday night. At the
announcement of Governor Steven-
son's concession, we found our-
selves swept into a wild circle of
dancing and shouting that continued
for hours. We thought that the
Ike followers would vent all the
A Group of Washington Semester
Students in Front of the Capitol on
Inauguration Day.
Part of the Inauguration Day Parade.
frustrations of the twenty year dor-
mancy in one evening.
The excitement of a national elec-
tion in Washington could have been
surpassed by only one other event
—the inauguration! We soon found
thatthe Republicans had saved
enough energy to stage the most
colorful installation of a President
in cur capital in years. We care-
fuliy . irust ourselves into as many
of the notable occasions as possible
(and were thrown out of a few).
The actual ceremony itself was
quite impressive and we felt rather
lost among the several hundred
thousand other people who sur-
rounded us to see the General re-
peat the traditional oath.
To attempt to see even a small
fraction of the government opera-
tions open to the public would have
made us all neurotics. Several stu-
dents did have the opportunity to
hear the famous segregation in edu-
cation cases tried before the Su-
preme Court. We stood in line for
over three hours to get any of the
Officials Arriving for Inauguration
Ceremony.
President-Elect Arriving for Inauguration.
meager thirty-three seats available
to the public. Our luck held out—
the three of us there were num-
bers 31, 32, and 33.
Our "extracurricular affairs" in
the government sphere had its
lighter side, too. We shall long
remember the Missouri Society Ball
where we /net Senators Symington
and Hennings and the incompara-
ble Harry Vaughn. Our valiant at-
tempt to sneak into the United Na-
tions Ball was stymied by watchful
doormen, however.
How could one characterize the
Washington Semester? It was the
sum of all these unforgetable ex-
periences. It was that half-hour in-
terview with the Secretary of State.
It Was the luncheon with Speaker
Sam Rayburn. It was the hours of
questioning about corruption at the
Treasury Department and the bevy
of governors in the inaugural pa-
rade; the "Sunday Night Supper
Club" dinners at foreign restau-
rants and the late hour bull ses-
sions after an evening class; the trip
to Gettysburg by our Civil War ad-
dicts to view "the temporary set-
back suffered by the Confederacy."
All this and more we shall remem-
ber.
|f we had been unsure about the
semester in September, there was
no uncertainty in January. With-
out exception our group of twenty-
five students concluded that our
months together had been the most
valuable semester of our college
years. Our time in Washington had
been an entirely new and practical
educational experience. The ivory
tower atmosphere of small college
towns had been forgotten in the re-
alities of Washington.
There had been opportunities to
gain a first-hand knowledge of gov-
ernment, to enjoy a remarkably
close fellowship with outstanding
students from all over the United
States, and to capitalize on the cul-
tural offerings of a major American
city. It was with heavy hearts that
we left Washington at the end of
January. We had learned much to-
gether. As we parted, each of us
vowed to write his own "Washing-
ton Confidential." The versions
might vary, but each would end
with the same admonition: take it
from us — even a semester isn't
enough to see it all!
In a short-story writing class a
professor told his students that a
short story would always hold a
reader's interest if it began by men-
tioning either Deity, royalty, or sex.
In the set of stories he received,
therew as one which started:
"My God," cried the duchess, "get
yourh and off my knee!"
Father (peeping timidly into the
Phi Gam house):: "Does Bill Win-
ner live here?'
Voice from inside: "Yes, just
throw him on the couch."
So I sez 'Captain, if you think I'm going
around Campus looking like a bus driver,
you're crazy!'
A young lady walked cheerfully
into a post-office, stopped at a
wicket, and asked for a three-cent
stamp. The clerk was not in a very
good humor, and he snarled:
"This is the information window!
Can't you read?"
The Lady meekly proceeded to
the proper place, purchased the
stamp and returned.
"You say this is the information
window?"
"Yup," snapped the clerk.
"Well, if I mail this letter tonight,
will it be in New York in the morn-
ing?"
"Sure," the clerk barked.
"That's funny," she murmured
sweetly, "it's addressed to Chi-
cago."
* * *
"Oh darling, I've missed you,"
she cried, and fired another round.
* * *
"Are you a little boy or a little
girl?"
"Sure, and what the hell else
could I be?"
* * *
A southern farmer was introduc-
ing his family of boys to the Presi-
dent. "Seventeen boys," he said.
"All are Democrats except John, the
little rascal. He got to reading."
At three o'clock in the morning,
agentleman returned home from a
particularly rambunctious night of
bacchanalia. About five minutes
after he opened the door, his wife
heard a loud crash in the living
room.
"George, what are you doing?"
she asked.
"Teaching your darned goldfish
not to bark at me!"
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Dear Uncle Joerkel.
Alas, alack, it has happened. Yes Unc,
I have fallen in love and want to take
my place in this world of turmoil and
strife. This may come as rather a shock
to you seeing that my letter of last week
announced my engagement to Wanda
Play, the lady custodian of the Field
House, but I can assure you that it
was merely a boyish stab in the dark.
This women is real! She's wholesome
and strong. I know you'll like her Unc.
I met her shooting rats at the city dump
with a poisonous African blow-gun. She
used to lumberjack up in Minnesota, but
got the urge to travel, and so she rode a
log down the Miss. R. When I told her
you were going to make me Honorary
Veep of the Yogert Factory, she was so
happy she tore the hood off of my hard-
top Chevie. What a great sport!
By the way Unc, you know you got to
keep the women happy. Like all girls,
Luke, that's her name, likes to have nice
clothes and such, and I thought if you
had a spare fifty or so laying around,
you might forward it. Her Mackinaw
is a little ragged, and with the winter
coming and all, a new Mackinaw and
some hip-boots would really come in









Once again we meet in joys fraternal;
once again my thoughts turn from fra-
ternity lore to our most honored and
cherished alum — Yogert Joerkel, Gamma
Gamma No. 365.
Unc, the brothers have had a great week
again in the competitive and fraternal
atmosphere of our sacred campus. Yes
indeed, Monday saw three of the broth-
ers elected to "Library Monitors" and a
chapter meeting—chucked full of mys-
terious songs and fellowship. Grande
potentate Meyer Lutz was quoted when
he remarked about our members as "a
group of lads wallowing in the mire of
understanding and brotherhood." Yes
brother Uncle Joerkel, we are growing
stronger with each new day.
By the way, ole honored alum, we were
wondering if you might see your way
clear to building the sovereign fraternity
to which you once belonged and loved,
a field house. The boys were having a
little, good, clean fun the other day,
and burned down the gymnasium you
built us last year.
Well, oh faithful friend of the everlast-
ing order of Gooblin, I'll be waiting pa-
tiently for your check, and until then




You dirty S. O. B. you. So you think you can buy ole Charlie out with that Yogert
factory of yours uh? Well, your a damn fool then. Little Charlie has got something else
up his sleeve. Why do you think I haven't been writing home for money like the rest
of those clods of yours. I've been playing the horses that's why, and my system is far
from south. No work for me, no sir. I got a friend here, name of Liedercranz Broughton,
who can deal a fish or a straight any night of the week. I'm heading for the big time.
Oh yeah, Unc, the Dean, that crazy fool, told me my .04 average was a little below the
required to stay in school, so he said to get the hell out. I think he's sore cause he
dropped twenty to me in a game last week. Well Unc, I'm off to seek my fortune.
If I need money I'll write. Don't go playing with any wooden squaws now, do you hear?






It behooves me to once again have to
take time out from my minor vices and
indulgences to narrate in cold, unmov-
ing words, the plight of my life during the
past week. Excuse me while I refill my
glass of Burgundy.
You see Unc, I met this gal a couple
months ago, and we really had a ball,
a real wild time. She was a great sport,
but a little on the emotional side — not
much mind you — but a little. Well to
be honest Unc, I'm going to have to have
a little money—not much mind you—but a
little.
You know how these things happen Unc.
Just another phase of college life I guess.
She was a real great sport about it
though, and I feel a little to blame, so
when she told me she was in a little
trouble—not much mind you—but a little,
I thought I better write you right away.
I think maybe I'd like working at the





Unc, I didn't want to write this letter,
but there was nothing else to do. You
know Unc, there comes a time in every
boys life when he gets in a little trouble
—not—much mind you but a little. Re-
member the time you told me about
pjicking up that babe in New York and
getting caught in a speak-easy during
the prohibition. Well, my problem is a
little bit like that—not much mind you—
but a little bit.
Let us face the facts dear Uncle. If you
had not threatened to cut me off penni-
less from your Yogert (what a detestable
word) Factory, I should never have
layed aside my third volume of Shelly,
BUT, an empty glass and a dry f hroat
are not condusive to the life of grandeur
I wish to lead. Excuse me, but T must
quench my thirst.
In ending, I would like to say, that un-
less you call off those creatures you call
my brothers (I regurgitate at the thought
of them) I shall be forced to drown
myself in a vat of Schenley's—'03. What
a glorious thought. Now if you will ex-
cuse me once again I shall fill my glass,
and try and forget that life is worth liv-




Upon investigating my family background, I wish to ask you this question: "Did I
come from a womb or an egg?"
I feel I can no longer go facing life with five such brothers or what ever term
you choose to use. I have joined the D.U.-AFROTC to forget.






A Relay Teams' Timing Is Exceptionally
Important.
In recent years track has been the most successful
major sport at Denison University. However, how
many people realize that this sport is the youngest
organized major sport at the college on the hill. The
year 1912 saw the opening of the first "Big Red" track
season. Walter "Livy" Livingston was the first coach.
"Livy" had only recently graduated from Denison, and
this was a pretty big job for such a young man, even
in those days. During the 1912 season the Denison
thin clads won three of their four meets. In the Ohio
Intercollegiate Athletic Association meet the "Big Red"
took fourth place, a glorious end for their first season.
However, we are getting ahead of our story. As
far back as 1882 the men of Doane Academy were
holding annual field meets. However, these meets
were not of the intercollegiate variety. Around the
turn of the century "Big Red" cindermen were running
against other Ohio schools. Their coach was anyone
Don DeJong Throwing the Discus.
The Denison track team had their second 5-0 record
in 1925. Among their opponents were Ohio Univer-
sity, who they defeated 103-28, and Cincinnati, who
fell by a 78-52. On the overall season, the Granville
team scored 417 points to their opposition's 208 points.
This was certainly a banner season for Coach Livings-
ton and his men.
The "Big Red" thinclads of the 1930 season hold
the highest number of points ever scored by a Denison
track team. That year they defeated Wittenberg by
a 107-23 count. Denison captured their first Ohio
Conference track championship in 1932. The 1940
season saw the second and last Ohio Conference
championship come to Denison. Ohio Wesleyan has
proved to be the toughest nut for Denison trackmen
to crack. Since 1920 the "Big Red" has defeated the
Bishops only three times. Those victories came in
1922, 1924, and 1934. However, in several triangular
Pattison, Schell, and Donely,
Outstanding Freshman Prospects.
Cochran and Ames—Denison's
"1 - 2 Punch."
Distance Men, Ernst, Glenn, and
Macomber.
who could give them any pointers. A team manager
contracted all of their meets. From 1900 until 1912
the local track squad met all contenders. However,
no official records are available to show any results.
This brings up to where we were before. After the
1912 season, things began to pick up. The 1913 sea-
son was one of the greatest in Denison history. That
year the record showed five wins against no losses.
|t was during the '13 season that the "Livy" coached
team took a third in the Penn Relays. This season saw
them average seventy-two points per meet. It was
not until the 1921 season that Denison made their sec-
ond national showing. That year the "Big Red" was
third in the National A.A.U. meet held at Dayton.
meets the Big Red has come out on top of the Dela-
ware runners.
In 1951 the Denison track team received the much-
needed indoor track that they had so long awaited.
The Ohio Conference Indoor track championship meets
are now held annually at Denison. In the three to
date, the "Big Red" have won two firsts and one sec-
ond.
Denison is now in its forty-first track season. In
those forty-one years there have been only two track
coaches. Walter Livingston held that position from
1912 until 1951. In 1936 Livy was honored by the
Olympic coaching staff when he was appointed an as-




LYDA AND CAROLE NEUMAN
First your mind is in a muddle
Then you think you're seeing double!
You squint your eyes and shake your head
But does the vision vanish? No, instead
You look again and sure enough
This vision you see is the real stuff.
Yes, it's Carole and Lyda, the Neuman twins;
The gals who put hearts into tailspins.
Here's a little story in picture form,
"Carole and Lyda Taking the Campus by Storm.
Among twins sometimes, there is even competition.
Here we see them in a tennis exhibition.
When the game is over and the scores are tied,
Out to Spring Valley, to sunbathe side by side.
Sunbathing on a platform, what could be more fun?
Bake 30 minutes on both sides and then you're done.
Here we find them sitting and enjoying the view.
Say — the feeling is mutual, we rather like it, too.
Presenting Carole and Lyda, as they look on Saturday
night
Sitting in Stone Hall's lounge, isn't it a lovely sight?
Verse by Mary Watkins
Fix by Pullets
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Back to back by the birch, an ideal place to rest,
It's absolutely necessary for one to play his best.
If you are all bogged down with exams and things to do,
Just relax, enjoy the sun, that's the twins advice to you.
SMAW
TOUCH NOT MINE ANNOINTED
The landscape looked unusual-
ly bleak today. The fourth floor
of Sunnyside was not the most
prominent vantage point from
which to view the scenery. The
east window of ward 28 fronted
a b roken-down establishment
known as the Solomon Fishery, a
place which in its detestable filth
and defileable odor, was some-
what more than repugant.




in the rickety wicker chair beside
the east window of ward 28. He
spent most of his time sitting there
watching a seamy, pock-marked
fish-wife at work separating fish
from entrails in the wretched clean-
ing room of the fishery through an
opposite window — n o t twenty
yards distant. He wondered, as he
watched her, what it was that kept
her there day after day. And yet
as his wandering thoughts con-
tinued, he envied her. Nothing
could be worse than perfectly nor-
mal man shut up in an institution
with six hundred and fifty lunatics
to whom he was unceasingly sub-
jected. He looked down at the
long, jagged scar on his forearm
and remembered Malcolm, the de-
pressed patient w h o collected
knives. Yes, he would surrender
anything to get out.
"Hear it Johnny? There it is
again! Louder than ever this time!
Listen, He's telling me that it won't
be long now. It'll soon be time to
go out into the world to finish my
Brother's job. Yes, Father. No
Sir, I won't let them crucify me!
Can't you hear Him, Johnny? He
wants you to come with me as a
disciple; you must hear Him!"
Banish turned and looked at the
glazed countenance pressed close
to his ear and recognized Nazarett,
a deluded, hallucinatory patient
who insisted on trying to persuade
him to break out of Sunnyside on a
mission of Divine direction. His face
reddened in pace with his dilating
pupils: Oh God if you're really
talking to him, tell him to leave me
alone.
"Get out of here, damn you!
Can't you leave me alone for a sin-
gle moment? No, I don't hear
your blasted voices—you're nothing
but a blathering idiot!! Now get
away from me, will you?"
Shocked and hurt at this blas-
phemy, Nazarett trudged off mak-
ing apologies to God for Banish's
conduct. Knowing that he would
be back before long, Jonathan en-
gaged himself in happy reverie of
the good life he had known only
one year before. It had been the
ultimate contentment by compari-
son.
The deep, mellow gonging of the
big clock in the hallway resound-
ed through the semi-gloom of the
early morning sleeping chamber.
Jonathan climbed wearily from the
warm bed-clothes made fragrant by
Margaret's scented b o d y . He
looked down at her soft face and
felt a great contentment. He had
never known such happiness as
this; marriage was wonderful, even
after only six months of it. He felt
no small portion of glee when he
remembered Henry Williams' warn-
ings as to the utter misery of mar-
riage. Henry had done all he
could to prevent it, but Jonathan
was certainly happy that he had not
succeeded. He dressed and rushed
off to work.
At 5:00 p.m. he bustled eagerly
out of the Taylor Cotton Exporters'
main Salem office and hurried
home anxious to see Margaret. It
was a brisk December evening, and
Jonathan was impressed with the
alacrity with which the years rolled
by when one was engaged in his
life's work. It would soon be 1872,
and here he was with his first raise
to his credit. It wasn't just any
young newcomer that got a thirty-
cent raise after only a year and a
half.
"You Jonathan Banish?"
He looked in bewilderment at
the three strangers reposing com-
fortably in his parlor.
"Why yes I am; what do you
want? Where is my wife?"
"Are you going to come along
peacefully, or do I have to ask
Lothar here to help you. You know,
you're very fortunate that you
weren't reported earlier. I'm sur-
prised that your wife could put up
with it for this long."
"Reported for what? What on
earth are you talking about?
What's the meaning of this; I've
never seen you before in my life!"
"Allow me to introduce myself;
I'm Henry McAuliffe, District At-
torney of this county. The gentle-
man on my right is Dr. Franz Loffka
of the Sunnyside County Asylum.
His friend is Lothar, our persuader."
"Well what do you want with
me? | haven't done anything!"
"You know the law; come along
now."
"Take your hands off of me! |
know my rights; I demand to know
what I have done!"
At this moment, Dr. Loffka inter-
vened, "My dear sir, we don't ex-
pect you to be aware of your con-
dition. I've seen cases like yours
before. They're very deceptive;
you have been brought to our at-
tention as a serious case and com-
mittment papers have been drawn
up for you. Don't worry, none of
your friends or relatives will have
any idea where you have gone.
They will be told that you have
taken a vacation in St. Louis for the
winter."
"This is the most preposterous
thing I have ever heard of! No, I
won't go with you; there's nothing
the matter with me!"
Two huge hands seized Jonathan
Banish's shoulders and wrestled
them violently into a strange gar-
ment that completely restricted the
movement of his hands and arms.
Kicking frantically, he was hoisted
from his feet, as the familiar par-
lor rug flashed before his eyes.
Lathar hauled him, like some
strangely animated bundle, to the
waiting buggy.
"Pssssst!—Johnny! There it is
again, hear it? We're supposed to
start with the people right down in
Salem. Yes, Father, yes, we'll do
just as you say. Johnny, listen!
Listen to Him now, so that I won't
have to tell you again later. He
says that we are to leave the day
after tomorrow—He says for us to
start right down in Salem!"
Banish whirled from the wicker
chair with fists cocked.
"Listen you crazy bastard, leave
me alone!! I can't stand any more
of this!! Get away from me or so
help me I'll kill you!"
Nazarett reeled backward under
the impact of Jonathan Banish's
powerful fist, and came to a supine
halt against the east wall of ward
28. A burly attendant rushed to
the scene.
Jonathan shook the daze from
his head and peered through the
darkness about him. He found him-
self in a lonely cubicle at the far
end of the corridor of ward 28. He
looked down; nothing but four bare
walls and a floor adorned with
a wooden cot and a fly-covered
opening. He picked himself up out
of the stench and stumbled to the
flimsy cot. Lying there, he won-
dered how much more he could
stand before he too lost his grip.
The insurrmountable mystery of his
being there confronted him again,
like a grinning spectre, as it had
every day for one full year. Why?
What did I do? His only chance
for an answer lay in the hands of
his one loyal friend in Sunnyside
who was to deliver his letter to
Henry Williams. If only the attend-
ant could get the message through,
Henry would find out and what was
responsible for this. But it had
been a week now; why hadn't
Henry answered?
He was roused out of his pon-
derings by his attendant-friend's
banging on the bars of the cell.
Jonathan Banish jumped to his feet
and peered eagerly through the
small, barred window.
"Did you hear from Henry?
What did he have to say? Did he
give you any message?" His
voice was frantic, almost hysterical.
Oh, dear God please!
"I'm sorry Mr. Banish, but I
couldn't contact Mr. Williams. The
Postmaster told me that he and his
wife have moved to Boston with-
out leaving a forwarding address."
The words drummed into his con-
sciousness as a stab of lightning.
His wife?
Gloomy black opened up its arms
and swallowed Jonathan Banish up.
The reeking stink of the cell per-
meated his body as his mouth
spewed forth incoherence.
"Pssst—Johnny! He has changed
His Mind; we're to go today. He
says for us to start in Boston. Can
you hear Him? Listen, He still
wants you to be my Disciple—Listen,
He's asking you again!!
Jonathan Banish sank to his
knees, sobbing like an infant.
"Yes . . . yes! I hear Him." he
whimpered, "let's go!"
You can always tell a girl sar-
dine from a boy sardine by seeing
which can they come out of.
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Modern Dance in Action
Lyn Martin
A look at Denison's Modern
Dance department reveals scores of
young ladies in leatardes perform-
ing dance techniques ranging from
primitive, gym-like fundamentals
to powerful and vital dance se-
quences. This department has
dancers of all skill levels—from
pitiful, unsure ingenues through
proud, disdainful near-profession-
als—yet Miss Julia Denham bur-
lesques and teases herself into the
hearts of them all.
Miss Denham, who came to Den-
ison from Miami University, is the
big boss of this one-man depart-
ment and works hard to promote
Modern Dance among her students.
To start things off, Miss Denham
briefly told me about the history of
Modern Dance, explaining how it
has matured from a savage, ugly
revolt against "gooey, sentimental,
butterfly-ballet" into the surging
realistic dance form it is today.
Miss Denham also defined how
modern dancers create dance pat-
terns. The modern dancer tries to
translate the mental response pres-
ent during some experience into a
dance pattern that causes a similar
or sympathetic emotional response
on the part of the audience. This
idea sometimes scares away would-
be Modern Dance enthusiasts and
to them Miss D. says this:
"Some spectators have the mis-
taken impression that they must ex-
perience a profound, esoteric, and
immediate reaction to Modern
Dance. Tain't so! They may sim-
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ply watch it for pure entertainment,
for pure color pleasure, or inter-
esting rhythmic sensations."
"I wish people would just watch
Modern Dance and relax" she
ended.
By now this talk about the his-
tory and meaning of Modern
Dance was really making me curi-
ous so I started out to watch Deni-
son's Modern Dancers in action! The
first group I saw was Senior Or-
chesis, and are they good! And no
wonder, before becoming a mem-
ber of Senior Orchesis the dancer
has to attend Junior Orchesis to
master the basics, perform an orig-
inal dance before the old members,
and then receive an invitation to
join.
The members of Senior Orchesis
love dancing so much that they
rarely miss a week's rehearsal, but
their intensive work really starts
after semesters when preparation
for the Annual Spring Program be-
gins. Miss Denham and a dance
instructor from Miami work up most
of these program dances during
the summer, but a few of them are
composed and staged by the stu-
dents themselves.
This year's program, given April
25 and 26, was highlighted by an
original dance drama created and
choreographed by Maryan Francis.
"Segments," as this dance was
called, was especially unique be-
cause the characters spoke, some-
times 'using a type of poetry or
sometimes only words to index the
movement. In addition to this long-
er work, the program included the
rather pessimistic or melancholy
"Night Forest," a dance expressing
man's clash with physical forces,
"Mobile" a romantic fantasy, and
"Somewhat Square" a few short
dances of a lighter mood.
After watching Senior Orchesis I
just couldn't help wishing I were
a Modern Dancer, to, so | peeped
in on Junior Orchesis, the begin-
ning Modern Dancers. But Miss
Denham had been teaching these
eager beavers all winter and most
were nearly ready for promotion!
Accidentally I walked into the
Dance Composition class, a three-
hour course open to anyone desir-
ing to do original dance work. Al-
though Miss Denham carefully ex-
plained that the class was geared
to the individual's purpose and skill,
when I saw the purpose and skill of
Liz Williams and Nancy Pobst, I
knew the gears couldn't slow down
enough for me!
I then enquired about the May
Pole Dance. It's such a pretty
dance—lots of girls, flowers, bright
colors—but this, alas, is only for
Senior Orchesis members.
Finally it came to me that I must
be the gym-class variety of Modern
Dancer. Even this, with its wrack-
like stretches and killing bends and
hours of 60,000 minutes each, is
fun. Here's why.
Denison's Modern Dance depart-
ment offers a dance form that is
realistic yet beautiful, a course in
poise with college credit, and Miss
Julia Denham who is really a dance




That half-known bearded Norse
whose fingers
Touched the earth's first precious
tap—
The strength of winds was in his
breath,
The weight of seas his own; so
great
His power that blond giants, knee-
bent, prayed
That stronger hands might guide
their ships
Past icen monsters in blue waters.
But blond goes white when kissed
by cold,
And hopes are numb and stilled—
And Njorth, in deference to a lost
race
Pulled down a watery quilt and
died;
Yet from his bloated sea-scarred
corpse
Some dim Neptune was born.
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enior
ED BAKER —leaves Enchanted
Cottage 68 for greener pastures in
Cottage 69.
RAY STEELMAN—leaves, hav-
ing three more years of the seven
year itch to go.
DICK HAID—leaves his "wad-
dle" to future inhabitants of
Ebaugh's Pond.
ROG LANDRUD — leaves his
"gym" shoes to Lee Woodward.
NORM VINCENT—leaves, giv-
ing the management of WCLT to
"Butterball" Ramsdell.
CY WEAGLE—departs, much to
the sad lament of all red-blooded,
Ail-American, All-School, Denison
coeds, and just plain leaves Deni-
son.
MARTY WISELEY—leaves her
ever present butterflies to all Deni-
son coeds who find their campus
life dull and "unstimulating."
MONA BROHM — leaves the
Denison men with memories of her
"bedroom" eyes.
CONNIE CLARK — leaves the
freshmen men to the freshmen wo-
men.
M. L. CROSLIN—leaves Deni-
son to further promote internation-
al relationships.
LOUISE CHRENFIELD—leaves a
Beta pin for a wedding-ring.
MARY GIBSON — leaves her
eastern culture to Dick Jones.
NANCIE MacDONALD—leaves
her long, wavy tresses to Nancy
Barber.
NANCY PASSOLT—leaves the
men in the kitchen for a man in
the kitchen.
JO TAYLOR—leaves her regrets
to the U. S. Post Office for not be-
ing able to support them much
longer.
MARJI WAGGONER — leaves
New York in a hurry.
WILDA WEIST—leaves her "se-
cret of catalytic agents" in chem-
istry cottage to Dedee Benjamin.
BETTY WITHERS MONROE—
left in a shower of rice with her
Monroe Doctrine in hand.
WINNIE WOODS—leaves her
ability for long-winded philosophi-
cal discussions to Cliff Lantz.
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CHRIS KORNMAN—leaves her
opera house hostages to an equal-
ly dimented under-classman in
the theatre department.
JEAN HEBEL—leaves her dou-
ble D. U. to concentrate on one.
LEE WOODWARD—leaves her
dare to Charles Adams and E.
June.
JACKIE SOVULESKI—leaves to
Fred Curry her secret for provoking
discussion in Soc. class.
JUDY BERTHOLD—leaves her
station at the rear window of Shaw
Hall to any other Shawite who
thinks a little blue car will sud-
denly appear whenever she
stands there.
BETTY BEVIER—leaves to the
Denison track team an undiscov-
ered secret: through a series of
midnight practices in the solitude
of the field house, she has man-
aged to break John's high hurdles
record.
JULIE CARTLAND—leaves the
morale problems of the Shaw
Hall War Widows' Society to Jan
Wright; but she's taking her
leothard and her grease paint
just in case Bogie asks her to
star in a camp show.
MARY JANE CHENOWETH—
leaves her overloaded schedule
to any other senior woman who
thinks she can lift it—let alone,
carry it.
KAY DODGE—leaves to each
and every Kappa a new type of
wrist watch: the hands reach out
and pinch the wearer whenever
it's time for a meeting at the
Kappa House.
JACQUIE DUTRO—leaves like
one of Bo-peep's sheep (only in
this corse it's a pony)—wagging
her tail behind her.
BEV FALL—leaves her collec-
tion of a dozen odd beer mugs to
any dozen odd Theta Eta Chi's
who will promise to keep them in
good condition through constant
exercise.
BETTY JAQUITH — leaves her
combination French and Lon
Ghisland accent to the geography
department; that should make the
lectures interesting, if anything
can.
HELEN WIGGINTON—changes
her nickname from Churchie to
Church-key and leaves it to the
Fiji's for their "Vice Crusade"
showcase.
NANCY STEWART—leaves her
position as First Lady of the Sigma
Chi House to Dede Duffy; she'll
be First Lady in another house-
hold come June.
PEGGY MALPASS—leaves with
a hop, skip, and a squeek—head-
ing straight for Jerry.
NANCY LEITH — leaves that
"crazy" Philadelphia accent to
further enrich "the big bad," "man
that's cool," and of course "most
tweedy" lingo of the "ever livin',
drink'um up, and get naked" Phi
Gams.
ELAINE VELLACOTT—leaves a
copy of her creed "How To Be
Pinned Off Campus and Still Live-
a-Little" to Tom Kier to use as he
sees fit.
LARRY LUSK — leaves Karl
Eschman looking for another pi-
anist to accompany his glee club.
BOB SCHWABE—wills his por-
table cocktail lounge to Dick Yorke
and Tom Eakin.
WARREN UNDERBILL—leaves
—with the Beta House still stand-
ing and the sun still rising.
B I L L MALCOMSON — be-
queaths his oft used sack to Carl
Slater who has much more use
for it.
HERB BROWN — leaves—still
loudly proclaiming the fame of
Ohio State, the Cleveland Indians,
and the Democratic party.
BOB TROLL—shuffles off—leav-
ing the cloak of mystery which
surrounds him to John Obbard.
TOM ELLEMAN — wills the
grooves he has worn in Route 16
to Ohio State to anyone who's
willing to make the trip every
week.
To Ebaugh's Pond, RALPH
HINEGARDNER — leaves all the
rotifers, amoeba, and other wild
life he's taken from it in four years.
To Tom Hendricks, BILL JOHN-
SON — leaves his fourteen hun-
dred ODK points.
DAVE KOHL—leaves his pen-
chant for saying the wrong thing
on dates to Lee Runkle, who seems
to have a habit of doing the same
thing.
BUCK WALMSLEY—leaves his
G-string and bass to anyone who
thinks he knows how to get it in
and out of a car.
ERNIE ("TONE - DEAF") Mc-
NULTY—leaves a pitch-pipe and
Denison.
To Bob Kerns, GEORGE MUL-
LAN—leaves a well-worn chair in
the Office of Vocational Guidance
waiting loom.
K. K. OTTIE—leaves two slight-
ly-used elephant tusks and a pair
of water skiis to the next Deni-
sonian who hails from across the
big water.
DON LORD—leaves the bonnie
bright land of Denison for two
years in the Army.
To Dr. Charles Leach, ROY
PEPPLE—leaves a well-worn mat-
tress and many happy memories.
To Whitey Broughton, "DAD"
RYMER—leaves his ability to set-
tle on one girl at an early age.
To Wilbur Cropley, JACK STREB
—wills his simple, home-spun,
bungling sincerity and p i n k
cheeks.
To Jim Traynham, FRANK WIL-
LIAMS—leaves two soiled long-
chain protein molecules and a Mo-
rocco-bound copy of "Square
Dancing for Collegians."
TOM "I Want To Be Alone"
BOESCHENSTEIN leaves his per-
petually optimistic attitude on life
to cheerful Bill Markel.
ANDY "the Poor Man's Bras-
mer" BRO — wills Ed Wright to
Dale Gilb.
BOB "Mean-Man" DE VORE—
wills his full-length mirror to Ken
Thompson.
"CROOKED CHARLIE" EHA—
leaves the Theta Eta Chi basket-
ball team without a "hooker."
JIM EMANUELSON — wills the
16th hole to Speidel and Dennett.
BOB HILBERTS—leaves, realiz-
ing there are many more people
to meet in the world.
JOHN HUTSON—wills his good
Christian attitude to Dr. Scott of
the religion department.
BOB MAJOR—wills his sex ap-
peal to Jack Loveless.
HANK O'ROARK—taking Ra-
che,l, leaves Bob Diserens' Tues-
day nights to Joyce Ferns.
GEORGE DALLAS—leaves his
trumpet and the hot air necessary
to blow it to Russ Al'lie.
MIKE ROSENE — leaves with
Bob.
DICK POBST—wills his serious
attitude to Duck Shackelford.
JIM POSEY—wills his hip pads
to Bob Woods.
TOM KIER—wills his option on
the sun deck (fire escape) to any
willing coed.
HANK STOUT—wills his erect
gait to Tris Coffin.
ROG OWEN—surrenders his
ability to talk himself into every-
thing to John Adams.
BILL ISALY—leaves next year's
Beta general, Pete Ducro, with the
suggestion that he either skip
town the week of the Military
Ball or put some Chlorophyll in
Ebaugh's.
BOB OVERSTREET — leaves
with Mike.
NED PRYOR—leaves "Bulldog"
to his brother Gus.
MUZZ OWEN—leaves Al Dew-
ey a hundred plastic piggy banks.
TRUMAN SMITH — l e a v e s
Chuck.
SOAPY REID—surrenders his
entire harem to King Farouk.
BOB LAIRD—was going to
leave his car in front of the Beta
House as a permanent fixture, but
it only got as far as the Phi-Gam
House.
PETE HAWK—leaves all his old
typewriter ribbons to Steve Wil-
son of the Big Town Illustrated
Press.
ED WEBER — leaves several
pregnant suggestions for crucial
issues to be discussed in Design
For Living Papers to all those who
will be blessed with Core 81-82
next year.
CHUCK INMAN—leaves his
atomic piles to the Science de-
partment.
PUNJAB FERGUSSON — leaves
his cheek as further proof that
Denison better give Lacrosse back
to the Indians.
CARL MURRAY — leaves a
bronze statue of his kidney to
Whistler.
JOHN BILLINGSLEY — leaves
Deed's Field to his brother, Bob.
JANE ARENBERG — wills her
barber to Maryan Francis.
To anyone who has had trouble
getting into the church, SUE
BATES leaves her keys.
AMY CONNOR — leaves her
compass pointing east to add to
Mary Turner's collection.
PHYL DYE—leaves an auto-
graphed copy of her latest book,
The Advantages of a Short Court-
ship, to Lyn Wellman.
KATIE GOLL — goes to the
WACS leaving her naivity behind
her.
ANN-LOUISE HAUSSMAN —
leaves her accumulated recipe
supply to the future co-op, East
Cottage.
GINNY HERRMANN — leaves
her YALE locks for Bicky Thomp-
son's keys.
JO JOHNSON—leaves her track
shoes to Don Dejong.
ANN KINNEY—wills her way
with figures to Dick Wakeman.
BARB TRIMBLE — leaves her
ready-made family to the next
dog-loving couple in the En-
chanted Cottages.
BAMBI NELSON—leaves, hop-
ing Mrs. Mac won't get into the
wrong Studebaker by mistake.
NANCY NUSSBAUM — leaves
Dr. Carter to the mercies of the
Future Teachers of America.
SHERRY SHAHEEN — leaves
her accumulation of old flames to
the Outing Club.
MARILYN BIRKEMEIER — wills
her phantom Phi Delt pin to Mary
Ann Skala.
MIL CURTIS—wills her candy
company to Norina Dorbritz in
hopes that she and Smiley can
combine their talents to make milk
chocolates.
JEAN ECKER—wills her ARTis-
tic pinning to any gal who can
get her guy when he's flat on his
back.
JOY GOSS—wills her partying
ways and champagne personality
to Jo Bruce, Gamma Chi.
JOAN HARPER—wills her re-
fined ways to Jean Smith.
EDIE HARTWIG—wills her lost
beer cans to Mrs. Mac.
JOANNE HAWKINS — leaves
her Dartmouth week ends to any-
one who wants them, seeing that
Nancy Brunner gave them up for
Kenyan.
J O A N HAYFORD—wills her
unique expressions to Elsie.
PRU PUTNAM — leaves her
stately build and raucous ways to
Ma Kettle.
MARCIA ROUSE —wills her
Marilyn Monroe figure to Judy
Whaley.
JEAN VAN VELSOR—wills her
flaming red hair to Joan Pritchard
who might like that color.
KAY WATSON—wills her 20
hours of A first semester to Gib
Brown.
MARGIE WINTERS — leaves
nothing for she took everything
back to the Indians.
GERRY GRANFIELD — leaves
her efficiency and clear thinking
to Marcia Wachs.
PATTY WADE—leaves Dave to
Pat Evens and wishes her good
hunting.
J A N E MCALLISTER — leaves





chain smoking and double shots
of Bourbon to Cliff Lytle.
NANCY FRIEL—leaves her per-
petual motion to the Atomic Re-




intelligent class discusssions to
Dawn Anthony.
ELGIE YOUNG—leaves her Jr.
Phi Bete to Bruce Lundquist. Need
we say more?
SUSIE SULLIVAN^leaves her
neatly filled Levi's to Bob Nelson.
MARGE SPRY—leaves her ex-
tra church keys to DCEP.
P A T T Y R O L T-WHEELER —
leaves to be a bird-watcher in the
Golden West.
The ALLY FLEA seniors leave
Theta Eta Chi's with the hope that
Sal lie Jones will provide better
refreshments next year.
BARB MEYER—leaves Denison
still not needing an umbrella in
the Granville monsoons.
BONNIE JOHNSON -- leaves
her sober, serious and dignified
personality to Joycie Slayton.
JOYCE DUNCAN—leaves her
naivity to Jane Geyer.
SHIRLEY BANKS—wills the Ves-
per posters to anyone with the
time and talent necessary.
JOY CLAPP—leaves her en-
thusiasm for horses to Pat Truman.
MATTIE CHANLEY—leaves her
Enchanted Cottage to Carol Tous-
saint and Gene Carlberg.
FLORIDA FISHER —wills her
laugh to Colwell Dining Hall.
PHYL GROSSMAN—bequeaths
her pilot's license to Tiny Wright.
RUTH HENDRTCKS and PENNY
TRUESDAIL — leave Gilpatrick
with the defree B.S.C.A. (Bachelor
of Science In The Culinary Arts).
PEG RITTENHOUSE' — leaves
Denison to her future Demsonians.
JEAN YOST—wills several well
worn bridge decks to the second
floor of Shaw Hall.
JANET JOHNSTON—bequeaths
a ponderous portion of quiet and
reserved dignity to timid Joycie
Slayton.
SHIRLEY THOMAS—leaves her
ability to squeeze by on a bare
minimum of twenty-six hours of
sleep a night to the incoming
freshmen to divide among them-
selves.
RUTH BORGESON — wills her
personal showers in the Kappa
Sig house to some other unfortun-
ate auxiliary member.
N A N C Y BRELSFORD — be-
queaths her D-sweater to whoever
can wear it.
DICK LORD, with his experi-
e n c e as fraternity president,
leaves to be warden to quell riots
at the Columbus State Prison.
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CHARMY BURRER— leaves her
brother with a car all his own.
JERRY BUSKIN - - w il 1 s her
knowledge of French to Jeanne
Kirsten.
PEG EAGAN—leaves the Theta





her dehydrated sense of humor to
Edna Bogardus.
SALLI MacSWARDS—wills her
fondness for the Navy to Jan
Wright.
JEAN PUMPHREY and F R A N
STARBUCK—leave for San Fran-
cisco with a bucket of red paint.
JEAN STEVER—wills the wee
hours of the morning to the Wing-
less Angels.
PEG WILLIAMSON—leaves re-




ANN POWELL—leaves h e r
party going fuschia sarong to the
Denison natives in exchange for
a some suitable covering for her
social life in the cold cruel world.
GINNY WOOD —leaves "Be-
yond the Horizon" to Kjell Amble,
hoping that his next leading lady
will "Unnerstan', right!"
DAVID FULLMER—leaves his
car, his girl (?) and his shovel (for
tests) to his brother Art.
TOM WILLIAMS—leaves his
beer mug to Dr. Koerber for any
future German major. .:
HUGH PICKETT—leaves Adlai
Stevenson to Dick Lugar with fond
hopes for 1956.
CHUCK HESS—leaves to get his
graduate degree of M.A. (Master
Animal) at the Columbus Zoo.
GUY GLENN—leaves auto rac-
ing to Jim Ellsworth.
JOHN TRIMBLE—leaves his En-
chanted Cottage to Jack Bartlett.
TACK ANDERSON—leaves his
technique with blondes to Bill
Heiser and leaves Kenny Thomp-
son without a ride.
RAY BARTLETT—leaves h i s
powers of coherent conversation
to the Air Force for a wind tun-
nel.
DUCKY BROWN—leaves his
Charles Antell's Formula No. 9 to
Paul Bennett.
TOM DAILEY—leaves his po-
etic accomplishment in the Mid-
land Poetry Review to bitter F.
Scott LeFever.
DAVE HORNER—leaves Fire-
side Fellowship to Tom Steffen.
WALLY DUNBAR—leaves with-
out abscounding with the Senior
treasury because of greener fi-
nancial pastures in view in the
immediate future.
DAVE ENDRES — leaves his
Kansas Wheat-germ to the Ohio
State Agricultural School.
JACK PRATHER — leaves his
bridge-playing ability to Steve
Sizer and his love for Denison to
John Macklin.
JOE TALMADGE—leaves his
harmonious relations with Dean
Bayley along with his probation
to Bennie Brown.
BOB CAMPBELL—leaves his
chrome dome to the ROTC boys
to signal airplanes on sunny days.
DON GILLIES—leaves his sharp
tongue to Susie Curtis and his
Phi Bete key to Fitch Himmel-
right.
TED COCHRAN—vacates his
honeymoon cottage for the next
Phi Gam who takes the big step.
Good luck Lamb Chop.
DAVE LAWRENCE—leaves his
navy uniform to Dean Bayley and
his plain brown envelopes to the
DCEP.
JOHN GRANT—leaves his fra-
ternity pin assured it will be in
perpetual motion.
JOHN CROSBY—leaves his Bi-
ble to the Phi Gams who may use
it if they ever pledge a short piano
player.
AL SHEAHEN—leaves his debate
trophies to the DCGA officers.
TOM McGRANAHAN — leaves
his Irish dialect to the German stu-
dents.
BILL MILLER — leaves his re-
maining driving lessons to the
drivers of the Theatre truck.
PETE RUNKLE—leaves because
everyone else he knows has grad-
uated.
CHUCK OLSON —leaves his
bounce and joie de vivre to
George Mullan.
DICK LANDRUM—World travel-
er, noted Bexley explorer, and
holder of the all time absence rec-
ord, leaves for the jungles of
Venezuela.
JOHN STEPHEN — Wills his
nickname "Heavy" to Dale Gilb.
ED WESTON—Has already left
for a good position with a mattress
firm.
JACK McQUIGG—After being
one of the few males to spend his
year among the hordes of wom-
en in the Denisonian office —
leaves to write a fistful of spicy
pocket books.
NED THOMSON—leaves his
well worn seat outside Mary Jane's
committee meetings to Bill Good-
win.
DAVE PURCELL — leaves his
map of the library to the LITTLE
MAN OF THE STACKS, and his
seat in the fishbowl to five gold-
fish and Bill Bowen (Bowen is third
from left).
JOHN AMES—leaves his swift
hurdling ability to Stormy Weath-
ers, his modest manner to the
Clipper, and his all-round-boyish-
ness to Jack Armstrong.
WHITEY BROUGHTON and
SPIKE KENNEDY — leave their
many years seniority to Bob
Seager.
GINNY BAKER—leaves h e r
shadow in the Union to haunt all
future bridge games.
MARY ALICE BERGER—wills
her watchful waiting policy to all
alumni widows.
JOHN WOSINSKI — leaves his
communion candle to all those
that have enjoyed his services—
Amen!
ROSALIE BOCKES —wills her
mighty-mouse personality to Mary
Lou Gregory.
RUTHIE GRABEMAN — leaves
her organization to the disorgan-
ized students on this organized
campus.
JO MORTON and JANE DAVIS
—will their differences to the com-
parative anatomy classes.
TICIA MURRAY—leaves her
own Miami Triad to the founders.
GENNER GUTHERIDGE—leaves
the boys from Owens-Corning to
the personnel managers.
PHYL SCHULTE — leaves her
p.j.'s for nights and nights of
nighties.
NANCY CLOSSON—leaves the
bourgeois for the Moulin Rouge.
JO HATCH—leaves her aches
and pains to find to take the cure
with Wilheim in "de old country-"
THE MFT CLUB—wills Joe Tal-
madge to prosperity.
BETTY MESSER—leaves know-
ing that her dainty personality will
not be forgotten.
DONALD ALT—leaves the en-
chanted cottages for more potent
men.
NANCY BIMEL—wills her theme
song, "First you Say You Do and
Then You Don't" to Nancy Howe.
KENNETH BASSETT—although
his eyes never found the key, he
wills his magnifying glass to all
those who seek high ideals on low
elevations.
GEORGE DAVIS—leaves his
family life lab experiments in
pursuit of live science. j
GEORGE GLEIS — leaves his
K-Sig girl to men with green cars,
that have window shades
JERRY HARRIS—his LA experi-
ences are left to all Texans who
can toss the bull.
ARTHUR KLECK — leaves his
sterile hospital bed to unpinned
men with matrimonial desires,
who proclaim virginity.
JIM McFARLAND — his quiet
manner and key are willed to
Dawn Anthony and Ray oVltz re-
spectively.
JIM: MOORE—leaves his Gilpat-
rick escapades to Andy Bro.
ROBERT PORTER—his pleasing
personality and his "shuttering"
abilities are left to all that desire
them.
JACK UBERSAX —his cradle
snatching abilities are left to next
year's seniors.
NANCY BOETTNER — leaves
her fantastic hairdos to Bob Camp-
bell.
DENISON TRACK (Cont'd)
the present track coach, Jack Carl, took over Livy's
post, and since has done a fine job. His 1953 team is
loaded with underclassmen with loads of talent. Dane
Macomber, Mel Pattison, and Jim Donley, only to men-
tion a few of them, will probably leave Denison in a
blaze of glory, carrying many records with them. No
one will ever forget the fine performances of Captain
John Ames, who already holds both Denison hurdle
records. The best effort so far this season has been
their 96-31 defeat of Mount Union College. In that
meet Don DeJong, the leading weights man on the
Denison squad, won three first places, while Ames
and Macomber both won two. Macomber has taken
over where Don Sharp, 1952 captain, left off. Dane,
only a sophomore, came within one second of Sharp's
mile record in the Mount Union meet.
The future of track at Denison looks great. With
the wealth of talent that has been coming in during
the last few years it is certain that we can look forward
to many victory-packed seasons in the near future.
'Denison coeds digesting a light lunch from the Sem" 's one. bell OVA \>ghtG«, Johnson
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Weak Links in Our Daisy Chain
Pete Hawk
Four years ago a youth covered
with Grand Rapids hayseed stepped
into the room of a copy hungry
Campus editor. "My folks give me
this when I come to college," he
said pulling out one of the Post
Office type straight pens. "I'd like
you to learn me how to use it." He
went to work with a grim determin-
ation. Two weeks later the grim
determination quit and he worked
by himself from then on. He wrote
serious stories that reaked "with a
kind of quiet pathos that you can't
quite put your finger on." He
wrote children's stories that you
could put your whole hand on.
Palms up.
His main field of endeavor, how-
ever, was the field of down to
earth white buck college humor
writing. Colleges that obtained
Campus often write complementary
letters publicating that htey were
favorably impressed by the writ-
ings of this student from a liberal
arts college, in a typical New Eng-
land village, in the center of
Ohio. For his distinction along
these lines he was elected to Pi
Delta Epsilon, journalistic honor-
ary.
This year Pete served as Associ-
ate Editor on this magazine. In
this capacity he was sort of a grand
old man, aiding the staff quite a bit
with advice drawn from the deep
well of his experience. On the
(Continued to Column 3)
Cy Weagle
Another red-blooded member of
the staff who will slither across the
platform in June is Cy Weagle. Cy
juggled the books for the outfit
this year. With the courage of a
horde of lushed up Seminoles he
braved Bill Johnson's Finance Com-
mittee, he kept as tight a hold on
the spending of the editorial de-
partment as an alligator with lock-
jaw, and was a very suspicious fel-
low with a voucher. It is only
right to point out that during his
reign the Campus kept closer to its
budget than ever before and that
this magazine, for one year at least,
avoided much of the trouble that
unfortunately plagued her sister
publications. Cy learned his trade
by working on the business staff
for two years before he became
head man in that department.
As far as hobbies go, Cy is a
Pre-Med student. He has a bunch
of poppies growing in Life Science
Building that he hopes to sell to
the Cleveland Syndicate. His fra-
ternity, Sigma Alpha Episilon, elect-
ed him president this year. In ad-
dition to this he belongs to Theta
Eta Chi which meets on Thursday
nights, and Alpha Episilon Delta
which doesn't.
After the dust lies down after
commencement, Weagle (he was
named after his parents) plans to
attend graduate school. The staff
wishes him luck and good deals of
all kinds.
"Fresh!"
Clerk: "Yes, sir, that medicine
sure is powerful. Best stuff we
have for the liver. Makes you
peppy."
Customer: "Well, can you give
me any specific reference, maybe
someone who has taken it with
good results?"
Clerk: "A man down the block
took it for three years. He died last
week."
Customer: "Oh, I see."
Clerk: "Oh, but they had to beat
his liver with a stick for three days
after he died before they could
kill it."
The convertible skidded around
a corner, snapped off a telephone
pole, ricocheted along three cars,
upset eight pedestrians, ran into a
stone wall, and then stopped. A
glamorous co-ed stepped rapturous-
ly from the wreckage.
"Boy," she said, "that's what I call
a kiss."
"Has gooseberries got legs?"
"No."
"Then | just ate a field mouse."
HAWK (Cont'd)
side he was an English major and a
member of Theta Eta Chi; his bari-
tone voice added quite a bit to the
choral efforts of the latter group.
His other activities included fresh-
man track, wearing glasses and be-
ing pinned. So what are you sup-
posed to say when a guy like this
graduates from the Beta Militia into
the United State Militia; probably
just use a "Hawkism" and say
"Gosh, Pete, thanks."
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LAUGH 'EM UP CORNER
Cure, O*OE ?
"Madam," said the kennel owner
to the uppity sportswoman.
"I offer you this thoroughbred
bloodhound."
"How do I know it's a blood-
hound?" she asked doubtfully.
"Hector," the owner ordered the
dog, "bleed for the lady."
Question: How many magazines
does it take to fill a baby carriage?
Answer: "A Country Gentleman,
a Mademoiselle, a Look, a few Lib-
ertys and Time.
Nothing, no nothing, robs a man
of his good looks like a hurriedly
drawn shade.
Lady (holding cookie above Fido's
head): "Speak, speak."
Dog: "What shall I say?"
"I had something original in mind
for an Honors Project."
Slogan o.i a cremaiorium door:
We're hot for your body."






"Hell no, you've had six already.
They say that if you don't drink,
smoke, or run around with women,
you'll live longer. Actually, it only
seems longer.














NOT TO BE CADDY/
&UT HOW ABOUT
HER SHORT GAME?
Only time will tell about a
new golfer I And only ifme
will tell abouf a cigarette J
Take your time... R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
CatnekJorSD days
and Flavor!
THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY Camel is
America's most popular cigarette — leading all
other brands by billions! There's a simple
answer: Camels give you just what you want in
a cigarette — rich, full flavor and cool, cool
mildness, pack after pack! Smoke only Camels
for 30 days and see how mild, how flavorful,
how thoroughly enjoyable they are as your
steady smoke!
More People Smoke CamelS than any other cigarette!
